The World of Information Management
DATABASE

Toad Base Edition
Pull the data you need from your DB.

SITTING ON A NETWORK

Replicate your whole
database for testing and
migrating.

Shareplex

Toad

Toad DBA Suite
A powerful solution that will help
with general database administration,
performance diagnostics and
performance tuning.

ORACLE
SQL SERVER
HADOOP
SAP
MySQL
DB2
AD

Checks your Network for
faults and errors. It tells
you on which instance the
problem occurs.

Foglight

Toad Xpert Edition
Check your DB code and pull data.

Spotlight
NETWORK
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Checks your code and
tells you where in the
code the problem occurs.

Product Descriptions
Shareplex

Toad

SharePlex is the largest independent database replication
solution in the market that provides high availability,
scalability and near-real time data integration. It allows
users to distribute the user base over multiple servers to
allow simultaneous use of data and to manage the load. It
also provides backup availability in case one server fails as
well as fast data transfer and storage reporting.

Toad, the top-ranked ISV for database management,
enables DBAs to do their job accurately and efficiently. Toad
improves productivity by helping users understand their
database environment, meet deadlines with automation
and smooth workflows and perform development and
administration tasks in one single tool. Also Toad offers
multi-platform querying and data modelling tools.

Foglight

Spotlight

Foglight quickly and easily detects, diagnoses, resolves
and reports performance issues wherever and whenever
they occur. It features comprehensive Oracle performance
analytics with change tracking and multidimensional data
drill-downs for easier and faster investigation and problem
resolving.

Spotlight helps users quickly identify and eliminate
bottlenecks in AD, Sybase, Oracle, SQL Server, UNIX
and DB2 environments. It displays real-time flow of
data within your environment and quickly identifies and
resolves performance problems.
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